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My goal in this talk

The goal of this talk is to introduce myself by telling you a few things about my 
research. I am a theoretical particle physicist  with strong inclination to work on 
phenomenological problems.  I also like things that can be done from first principles; 
this lead to my long-term interest in perturbative computations in Quantum Field 
Theory. 

One of the things that I would like to illustrate with this talk is not only the ``depth’’ 
of what I do, but also the ``breadth’’.  Because of that,  I have chosen several topics 
that I want to discuss. They are:

1)  Are there positronia contributions to electron anomalous magnetic moment ?

2)  Is it possible to constrain the Higgs boson width at the LHC ?

3) Two-loop helicity amplitudes for off-shell production of vector bosons in hadron 
collisions;

4)  Single top production at the LHC through NNLO QCD.
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Are there  positronia contributions to electron anomalous 
magnetic moment ?

In collaboration with A. Vainshtein and M. Voloshin
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

In any problem in Quantum Physics eigenstates of a Hamiltonian form a Hilbert space.  In 
Quantum Field Theory,  Hamiltonians are too complicated to solve for a Hilbert space 
exactly; as the result, we resort to perturbative methods.

For example, in QED, the Hilbert space that we work with in perturbation theory 
consists of multi-particle states with free , non-interacting electrons, positrons and 
photons.  However, it is clear that such an a Hilbert space is not be complete. 
Indeed,  electron and positron can form bound states --  positronia-- which are clearly 
not part of the perturbative Hilbert space ( in principle, these bound states decay, so 
strictly speaking they are not part of the Hilbert space, but we will ignore this subtlety).   

The question that we would like to address is why no mistakes  are made by neglecting 
contributions of bound states in the vast majority of perturbative computations ?   

The discussion of this question is motivated by recent claims that   positronia resonances 
do contribute to electron anomalous magnetic moment.
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

Electron anomalous magnetic moment is induced by quantum  fluctuations of 
electromagnetic fields in the vacuum.  The one-loop result is well-known. 

~µ = gµ0~s, µ0 =
e~
2mc

aµ =
↵

2⇡
=

g � 2

2

Next,  consider higher-order corrections to g-2,  in particular those that are related to 
photon vacuum polarization contribution.  To calculate those,  write the vacuum polarization   
through a single form factor and use dispersion relations to compute it.

= (�gµ⌫ + qµq⌫)⇧(q2), ⇧(q2) =
1

⇡

Z
ds Im⇧(s) q2

(s� q2 � i0)s

The vacuum polarization contribution to g-2 can then be computed  as an integral over 
one-loop correction to the anomalous magnetic moment that originates from a massive 
vector boson exchange. 
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

A simple computation gives

So, we find that K(s) is completely determined by one-loop QED and Im[Pi(s)] needs to be 
calculated.  In principle, one can compute it in perturbation theory through conventional 
perturbative expansion 

K(s) =

1Z

0

dx x

2(1� x)

x

2 + (1� x)s/m2
e

.

= + +

It is then easy to see that all these  diagrams  ( and the majority  of  all perturbative 
diagrams) have  imaginary parts that  vanish  for  s < 4m^2. However,  if we 
consider positronia contributions to Im[Pi(s)],  we recognize that, because of 
binding energies,  their contributions to Im[Pi(s)] originate from s < 4m^2.  
Therefore, it appears that when polarization operator is computed in perturbation 
theory,  contribution of positronia bound states gets lost.  

ae =
g � 2

2
=

↵

⇡2

1Z

s0
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s
Im⇧(s) K(s).
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment
If we do not look ``inside’’ the positronium atom,  and just go by its quantum numbers,  
we would say that positronium (ortho) is a vector meson, similar to rho, omega, phi etc. 
mesons. And there is a well-known example when we account  for contributions of 
vector  mesons to electron anomalous magnetic moment --  it is  hadronic vacuum 
polarization contributions to g-2.  Since there is not much difference between the rho-
meson and the ortho-positronium,  it is not clear why do we include the first and not the 
second in our calculations.  Perhaps the positronium contribution is just too small to even 
talk about it?

ae =
g � 2

2
=

↵

⇡2

1Z

s0

ds

s
Im⇧(s) K(s).
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

It follows that the contribution of positronia bound states to electron g-2 appears in  fifth 
order  in the perturbative expansion.  Fifth order contribution to g-2 was recently calculated 
by Kinoshita et al. and the positronia contributions were not included in those calculations. 
A possible interpretation of this observation is that  the fifth order results by Kinoshita et al. 
are incomplete and that the positronia contributions shown above  need to be added there...
Another possibility is that positronia contributions  are (somehow) already   included in 
perturbative g-2 computations, so that they do not need to be accounted for separately.

Which of the two interpretations is the correct one? 
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Positronia contributions are definitely not large, but  they appear in a well-defined order of 
perturbative expansion.   To see this, we write a formula for the imaginary  part of the 
photon vacuum polarization operator that contains both positronia poles and continuum 
contributions
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment
Our main reason for calling positronia contributions ``new’’ is related to the fact that they 
appear as sub-threshold contributions to the imaginary part and sub-threshold contributions do 
not appear in any fixed order in perturbation theory.   Hence, they are ``non-perturbative’’. 

However, postronia bound states  is not the only manifestation of long-distance, non-perturbative 
nature of Coulomb interactions at small relative velocities; in fact, just above the threshold for 
electron-positron pair production the spectral density is distorted very strongly.
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In perturbation theory, the expansion of Pi(s) in the fine structure constant even above 
the threshold is not convergent if the relative velocity of electron and positron is 
sufficiently small; this means that in addition to positronia, there is  another non-
perturbative contribution of the continuum:

Both,  positronium and continuum contributions need to be computed together to 
understand if non-pertubative QED physics affects predictions for g-2.
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment
Let us define ``non-perturbative’’ more accurately.  A possible definition is based on the 
analytic properties of the result w.r.t. fine structure constant.  Perturbation theory by 
construction is based on the Taylor expansion in the fine structure constant.   But non-
perturbative results do not have to be Taylor-expandable at          .   Indeed,  bound states 
(positronia) exist only for attractive interaction           ;  while for repulsive interactions there 
should be no bound states in the spectrum at the first place. 

↵ > 0

aPose =
↵5 + |↵|5

8⇡
⇣
3

✓
8 ln 2� 11

2

◆
.

To make this property explicit, we re-write positronium  contribution in the following way

The non-analyticity in the fine structure constant is apparent.     The above result is 
peculiar; it shows that one-half of the positronium contribution is, in fact, perturbative 
while the other half is not. 

Next, we need to consider continuum contribution to g-2. It can be cast into the following 
form

aconte =
↵2

⇡
K(4m2

e)I(↵,�0

), I(↵,�
0

) =

�0Z

0

d�
↵�

1� e�⇡↵/�
.

The upper cut-off is introduced to ensure validity of non-relativistic approximation. 

↵ = 0
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

To calculate            ,  we split it into two parts; one part is responsible for the threshold 
behavior and the other part responsible for the ``large-beta’’ (perturbative) behavior
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The first integral is  obviously analytic; the second integral is independent of the velocity 
cut-off;  its computation gives 
 

I2 = � |↵|3⇣3
8

which implies that I2 is totally non-analytic.   Threshold continuum contribution to g-2 
reads

acont,nae = � |↵|5
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Combining positronia and threshold continuum contributions to g-2, we find  the analytic 
result. Since the result is analytic in the fine structure constant, one can claim  that it is not a 
new contribution in a sense  that it is already contained in conventional perturbative 
computations

aPose + acont,nae = �↵5
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Electron anomalous magnetic moment

There are different ways to prove this assertion. One option is reviewed below.   
The idea is to compute the contribution of the threshold region as a whole,  without splitting 
it into positroniua and non-perturbative continuum contributions.  This is done  using the 
dispersion representation  for the non-relativistic Green’s function

ae =
2↵2K(4m2)

⇡m3

Z
dE ImGE(0, 0, E). G(0, 0, E) =

1

⇡

1Z

E1

dE0ImG(0, 0, E0)

E0 � E � i0
, E1 = �me↵2

4
.

Z
dE0 G(0, 0, E0) = lim

E!�1
(�⇡EG(0, 0, E)) .

ae =
2↵2K(4m2

e)

⇡m3
e

⇥ lim
E!�1

[�⇡EG(0, 0, E)] .

This formula is important since it shows that the anomalous magnetic moment is 
insensitive to (non-perturbative) threshold region,  thanks to analyticity of the Green’s 
function.  Although fine details of the spectral density are highly non-trivial, the resulting 
integral is simple and ``perturbative’’ ( analytic) in the fine structure constant.   Hence, no 
new contributions due to bound states and other non-perturbative phenomena can 
appear in QED computations for electron g-2;  perturbative calculations give complete 
result in that case.
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Is it possible to constrain the Higgs boson width at the 
LHC ?

In collaboration with F. Caola
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Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC
The new particle discovered at the LHC appears to be the Higgs boson of the  Standard Model. 
Indeed,   its production and decay rates,  its spin and parity as well as its  mass are all consistent 
with the Standard Model expectations.  Further studies of these quantities with higher precision 
are definitely warranted but there are a few ``big items’’ in Higgs physics that, at the moment, we 
do not know much about.  One such item is the Higgs boson width,  the other one is the Higgs 
boson self-coupling and yet another one is the Higgs coupling to light fermions.  In what follows, I 
will focus on one of these ``big items’’ -- the Higgs boson width.
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Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC
In the Standard Model, the width of 126 GeV Higgs boson is extremely small, it is just 
4.2 MeV. It is almost impossible to measure it directly at any collider, with the 
exception of the muon one.  At hadron and electron colliders, one can measure Higgs  
branching to invisible final state in the Bjorken process and then infer the total width 
from there.  At an e+e- and muon collider,  a measurement of the Higgs width with a 
few percent precision can probably be achieved.  2
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FIG. 1: E↵ective cross section for µ+µ� ! h versus the collider energy
p
s for the SM Higgs boson production with mh =

126 GeV. A Breit-Wigner line shape with �h = 4.21 MeV is shown (dotted curve). The solid and dashed curves compare the
two beam energy resolutions of cases A and B.

In reality, the observable cross section is given by the convolution of the energy distribution delivered by the collider.
Assume that the µ+µ� collider c.m. energy (

p
s) has a flux distribution
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p
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� )/m2

h (� � �h).
(2.2)

For � ⌧ �h, the line shape of a Breit-Wigner resonance can be mapped out by scanning over the energy as given in the
first equation. For � � �h on the other hand, the physical line shape is smeared out by the Gaussian distribution of
the beam energy spread, and the signal rate will be determined by the overlap of the Breit-Wigner and the luminosity
distributions, as seen in the second equation above.
Unless stated otherwise, we focus on the SM Higgs boson with the mass and total width as

mh = 126 GeV, �h = 4.21 MeV. (2.3)

For definitiveness in this study, we assume two sets of representative values for the machine parameters [8]

Case A : R = 0.01% (� = 8.9MeV), L = 0.5 fb�1, (2.4)

Case B : R = 0.003% (� = 2.7MeV), L = 1 fb�1. (2.5)

We see that their corresponding beam energy spread � is comparable to the Higgs total width. In Fig. I, we show the
e↵ective cross section versus the µ+µ� collider c.m. energy for the SM Higgs boson production. A pure Breit-Wigner
resonance is shown by the dotted curve. The solid and dashed curves include the convolution of the luminosity
distribution for the two beam energy resolutions and are integrated over

p
ŝ. For simplicity, we have taken the

branching fractions h ! µ+µ� to be the SM value and the final state h ! X to be 100%. The beam energy resolution
manifests its great importance in comparison between the solid and dashed curves in this figure.

III. WIDTH DETERMINATION FOR THE SM HIGGS BOSON

An excellent beam energy resolution for a muon collider would make a direct determination of the Higgs boson
width possible in contrast to the situations in the LHC and ILC. Because of the expected narrow width for a SM Higgs

T. Han, Z. Liu
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Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC
To measure the width directly, we typically study invariant mass distribution of the resonance 
decay products in the vicinity of a resonance and fit it to  Breit-Wigner formula.  
Unfortunately,  since the invariant mass of the Higgs decay products can be reconstructed 
with  poor (for these purposes) resolution,  the LHC is only sensitive to the Higgs width if it 
is in a few GeV range. The current direct limit on the Higgs width by the CMS collaboration is                        
                      .  The ultimate reach is estimated to be between 1 and 3 GeV.  
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To get into an MeV range for the Higgs width measurement, we need to improve the sensitivity 
of our methods by a factor of a thousand !  Because of that, measuring the Higgs width at the 
LHC with any degree of precision was always considered an utopian endeavor. 

�H < 3.4 GeV
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Unfortunately,  such  a relation makes it  impossible to extract the couplings and the width 
separately from the measured on-shell cross-sections.   Indeed,  any on-shell cross-section 
is invariant under  a simultaneous re-scaling of the Higgs couplings and the Higgs width

Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC 

�i!H!f ⇠
g2i g

2
f

�H

Since the width of the Higgs boson is practically unconstrained,  extraction of the Higgs 
couplings from production/decay rates suffers from significant ambiguity.

H

g

g

�

�

g ! ⇠g, �H ! ⇠4�H ) �H ! �H

The Higgs boson is a narrow resonance. It is mainly produced on-shell and this leads to a 
relation between production rates, Higgs couplings and the width.

To resolve the ambiguity,  we need to either measure the width of the Higgs boson or 
the Higgs couplings independently of each other.
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Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC
One can try to measure couplings of the Higgs boson when it is produced off-shell.  The off-
shell cross-section is proportional to couplings and is independent of the width, resolving the 
width/couplings ambiguity. 

The immediate problem with this idea 
is that off-shell contribution to Higgs 
boson production is expected to be 
extremely small.  

However,  Kauer and Passarino pointed 
out that a significant enhancement in 
the off-shell Higgs production rate 
exists, making the invariant mass 
distribution very different from the 
Breit-Wigner expectation.
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Figure 15. MZZ distributions for gg ! H ! ZZ ! !!̄"!"̄! for MH = 125GeV. Applied cuts:
pT ! > 20GeV, |$!| < 2.5, 76GeV < M!! < 106GeV, p/T > 10GeV. Other details as in Fig. 4.

gg (! H) ! ZZ ! !!̄"!"̄!

# [fb], pp,
"
s = 8TeV, MH = 125GeV ZWA interference

MT cut HZWA Ho!shell cont |Hofs+cont|2 R0 R1 R2

none 0.1593(2) 0.2571(2) 1.5631(7) 1.6376(9) 0.6196(7) 0.8997(6) 0.290(5)

MT1 < MH 0.1593(2) 0.1625(2) 0.4197(5) 0.5663(6) 0.980(2) 0.973(2) 0.902(5)

Table 6. Cross sections for gg (! H) ! ZZ ! !!̄"!"̄! for MH = 125GeV without and with
transverse mass cut. Applied cuts: pT ! > 20GeV, |$!| < 2.5, 76GeV < M!! < 106GeV, p/T >
10GeV. Other details as in Table 3.

4 Conclusions

In the Higgs search at the LHC, a light Higgs boson is not excluded by experimental data.

In the mass range 115GeV ! MH ! 130GeV, one has !H/MH < 10!4 for the SM Higgs

boson. We have shown for inclusive cross sections and cross sections with experimental

selection cuts that the ZWA is in general not adequate and the error estimate O(!H/MH)

is not reliable for a light Higgs boson. The inclusion of o"-shell contributions is essential

to obtain an accurate Higgs signal normalisation at the 1% precision level. We have traced

this back to the dependence of the decay (and to a lesser degree production) matrix element

on the Higgs virtuality q2. For the H ! WW,ZZ decay modes we find that above the

weak-boson pair production threshold the (q2)2 dependence of the decay matrix element

compensates the q2-dependence of the Higgs propagator, which results in a significantly

enhanced o"-shell cross section in comparison to the ZWA cross section, when this phase

– 18 –

Kauer, Passarino

BW

True Higgs shape
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Measuring the Higgs width at the LHC
One can use this enhancement in the off-shell Higgs production to resolve couplings/width 
degeneracy.   The cleanest final state  is  ZZ (four leptons), so it is natural to look there. 
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Figure 3: MZZ distributions for gg (! H) ! ZZ ! !!̄"!"̄! for MH = 125GeV. Applied
cuts: pT ! > 20GeV, |#!| < 2.5, 76GeV < M!! < 106GeV, p/T > 10GeV. Other details as
in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Representative Feynman graphs for the Higgs signal process (left) and the qq̄-
(center) and gg-initiated (right) continuum background processes.

cesses in Refs. [81–87].15 Due to the enhanced Higgs cross section above the V V threshold,
integrated cross sections can be a!ected by O(10%) signal-background interference e!ects,
which are hence also displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.

In the vicinity of the Higgs resonance, finite-width and Higgs-continuum interference
e!ects are negligible for gg (! H) ! V V if MH # 2MV , as shown in Fig. 5 for gg (!
H) ! W!W+ ! !"̄!!̄"!. For weak boson decays that permit the reconstruction of the
Higgs invariant mass, the experimental procedure focuses on the Higgs resonance region
and for MH # 2MV the enhanced o!-shell region is thus typically excluded.

For H ! V V channels that do not allow to reconstruct the Higgs invariant mass, the
tail contribution can nevertheless be reduced significantly by means of optimized selection
cuts. In Table 1, we demonstrate this for gg (! H) ! W!W+ ! !"̄!!̄"!. Here, the

15For studies of the qq̄ and gg continuum background (see Fig. 4, center and right), we refer the reader
to Refs. [88–95] and references therein.

9

�H(mZZ > 160 GeV) ⇡ 0.1 �H

H

g

g
Kauer, Passarino

Caola, K.M.

Kauer, Passarino

The reason for  significant off-shell rate is due to large cross-section for producing two 
longitudinally polarized Z bosons in decays of (strongly) off-shell Higgs. 

For large invariant masses of the Z boson pair,  the amplitude  squared becomes independent of 
ZZ invariant mass, enhancing the off-shell production significantly.  Off-shell cross-section is 
large; it is close to ten percent of the resonance cross-section. 

AH⇤!ZLZL ⇠ s

v
|Agg!H⇤!ZLZL |2 ⇠ s2

(s�m2
h)

2
+m2

h�
2
h

) const, s � m2
h
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Higgs decay to ZZ
The off-shell production cross-section does not depend on the Higgs width but does 
depend on the Higgs couplings to initial state particles ( gluons) and final state 
particles (Z bosons). This implies that if we change  both the width of the Higgs and 
its couplings to other particles in such a way that the resonance cross-section does 
not change, the off-shell production cross-section changes proportionally to the Higgs 
width.

�H ⇠
g2H!ggg

2

H!ZZ

�H
; �

o↵

⇠ g2H!ggg
2

H!ZZ . �H ⇠ �SM
H

�
o↵

⇠ �SM

o↵

�H

�SM

H

The current direct upper bound on the Higgs 
width is 3.4 GeV (CMS) which is 820 times 
larger than the Standard Model value.  If the 
width were actually that large,  Higgs couplings 
to gluons and ZZ should be different from their 
SM values to ensure agreement of the on-shell 
cross-section.  However,  once couplings are 
modified,  one should expect a very large 
number of additional off-shell events that 
exceed by almost a factor of four a total 
number of ZZ events observed by the CMS!

Therefore, one can already put meaningful bounds on the Higgs 
width using current data on ZZ final states ! Caola, K.M.

Expect large number of 
events here

N
o↵

⇡ 0.1⇥N
peak

⇥ 820 ⇠ 1600 � N total

4l
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Complications:  backgrounds and interferences

Since pairs of Z bosons can be produced in many different  ways,  ultimate constraints will 
require accurate predictions for production rates of 4-lepton  final states in proton collisions, 
including backgrounds,  and interferences of signal and backgrounds.  There are three primary 
sources of Z-bosons that we should care about. 

1)  qq -> ZZ  (NNLO QCD available since recently)

2)  gg -> H ->ZZ (NNLO QCD) and 
     gg -> ZZ  (LO, 1loop)

3) qg -> H q -> ZZq  (NLO)  and qg ->ZZq (NLO)

FIG. 1: Representative diagrams for the partonic processes considered in this paper.

proposal [13] exploits this to similarly constrain the total width. This latter method requires a
precise measurement of the shift in the mass (when compared to the results in other channels such
as ZZ) caused by the interference, to constrain the couplings of Higgs to photons and gluons. This
can then be used to constrain the total width given the form of the total cross section formula. An
alternative to these strategies is to combine experimental results across all Higgs boson production
and decay channels and apply extra constraints on individual Higgs boson couplings based on
theoretical arguments [14]. The method of ref. [14] currently provides rather stringent limits on
the Higgs boson width, !H

<! (3" 4)!SM
H , albeit with the caveat of mild theoretical assumptions.

In this paper we shall consider the hadronic production of four charged-leptons in the final
state. As we have already discussed, this proceeds both by the standard electroweak production1,

p+ p # Z/!! + Z/!!

|
|

|# µ" + µ+

|# e" + e+

(2)

and by the mediation of a Higgs boson produced in the s-channel,

p+ p # H # ZZ
|
|

|# µ" + µ+

|# e" + e+ .

(3)

The underlying parton processes for the hadronic reactions in Eqs. (2) and (3) are shown in Table I,
(a)–(c), with representative Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 1. We shall refer to the amplitude

1 The extension to the case of identical leptons (4e or 4µ) is easy to implement. However the e!ects of this interference
are known to be small [15].

3

We should be also  concerned about interference 
effects in the gg channel.  Note that, although the  
interference in qg channels needs to be accounted 
for at the same order in strong and electroweak 
couplings, it is much smaller numerically.

Campbell, Ellis, Williams
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Magnitude of various contributions
How large is the total sample of events we have now and how large  are different contributions to 
pp -> ZZ  for realistic selection cuts? 

Consider  CMS  4-lepton events  as an example.  CMS observes 451 ZZ (4l) events in the 
invariant mass range between 100 and 800 GeV.   In the Standard Model, these events can be 
decomposed into already indicated contributions;  the largest one is qq -> ZZ,  followed by gg-
>ZZ, followed by the resonance Higgs production.   CMS expected  to observe 432(30) ZZ 
events.  

 Off-shell production of the Higgs and its interference with gg -> ZZ production were not 
included in early CMS analysis because they are small in the Standard Model and because they do 
not affect properties of the Higgs resonance (off-shell effects, no impact on the Higgs properties 
extracted from peak cross-sections).

Nqq!ZZ ⇡ N
tot

FIG. 4: Overall picture at 8 TeV, (colour online). In this and the following figure the CMS cuts described
in the text have been imposed, but the constraint m4! > 100 GeV has been removed to extend the range of
the plot.

m4! < 130 GeV m4! > 130 GeV m4! > 300 GeV
Energy !H

peak !H
off !I

off !qg,int
off !H

off !I
off !qg,int

off

7 TeV 0.203 0.044 -0.086 0.0091 0.034 -0.050 0.0023
8 TeV 0.255 0.061 -0.118 0.011 0.049 -0.071 0.0029

TABLE III: Fiducial cross sections for pp ! H ! ZZ ! e!e+µ!µ+ in fb. All cross-sections are computed
with leading order MSTW 2008 parton distribution functions [38] and renormalization and factorization
scales set equal to mH/2.

of the gg interference contribution, despite using what we believe to be identical input parameters.
The results of ref. [8] were obtained using the code gg2VV [9].

We believe that the cause of the discrepancy is a cut of pZT > 7 GeV imposed in the double
precision version of gg2VV for the continuum process, but not on the Higgs signal process. The
interference contribution is obtained by forming the combination (c.f. Eq. (38)),

!I = |MH +MC |2 " |MC |2 " |MH |2 . (39)

The pT cut is performed on the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (39) but not on the
third. The cut on the amplitudes that involve the continuum background in the gg2VV code is
presumably performed for reasons of numerical stability.

We shall now discuss the treatment of the region of low pT of the Z-boson in our code, and
illustrate the importance of low pT . In Fig. 7 we first demonstrate the impact of the spurious 1/pT
singularities that appear in the amplitudes. The figures show the calculation of the gg ! ZZ cross
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N
int
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tot

N
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tot
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Constraining  the width
However, if we float the width of the Higgs boson, the number of expected events changes. To 
find the change, we note that  the off-shell Higgs production cross-section scales as the width 
(or couplings raised to an appropriate power), and the interference scales as the square root 
of the width. Considering the ZZ invariant mass range  from 100 GeV to 800 GeV, we  find a 
new estimate for the number of events

Nexp = 432 + 2.78
�H

�SM
H

� 5.95

s
�H

�SM
H

± 31

|N
nobs

� N̄
exp

| < 62

Requiring  that observed (451) and expected number of events do not differ by more than
two standard deviations, we derive an upper bound on the Higgs boson width

�H < 43 �SM
H = 181 MeV (95%C.L)

The analysis can be improved by focusing on 
the region of higher invariant masses. This is 
because the off-shell Higgs production is 
significant beyond 200 GeV while there is large 
negative interference below 200 GeV; removing 
contribution of that region, improves the 
constraint. For example, selecting events with 4-
lepton invariant mass higher than 300 GeV, we 
find

FIG. 5: Overall picture at 13 TeV, (colour online).

FIG. 6: Higgs related contributions in the high m4! region, (colour online).
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�H < 25.2 �SM
H < 105 MeV(95%C.L.)

Campbell, Ellis, Williams

Caola, K.M.; Campbell, Ellis, Williams
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Recent CMS measurement 
CMS collaboration has presented results of the actual width measurement  using 
off-shell ZZ production at the Moriond conferences, earlier this year.   Very recently the 
preprint appeared (arXiv/1405.3455).

 Their bound on the Higgs width is                      , i.e.   even stronger than what earlier 
theoretical estimates suggested.  This is a factor of 170 (!) improvement compared to the 
previous bound on the width.    The corresponding limit on invisible branching rate is fifty 
percent.  

� < 5.4 �SM
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General comments 

1) CMS/ATLAS measurements prove that it is possible -- in practice -- to constrain the Higgs 
boson width using off-shell production of Z and W  pairs.

1)  It is important to get the logic of the measurement correctly:  by going off-shell, we 
measure couplings.  No width enters the off-shell physics.  We infer the information about the 
width from the off-shell cross-section once couplings are known.

 2) Even with all statistical tricks ( likelihood etc.), at its core,  this is a counting experiment 
that requires understanding of yields rather than shapes.   Proper theoretical predictions for 
signal, background and interferences are therefore very important.

3) The main idea of the method is that excessive events at high-invariant mass of Z-boson 
pairs are interesting and may be related to Higgs physics. Interpretation of such excesses  in 
terms of  limits on the Higgs boson width is possible,  as we have seen, but may require some 
care since it forces us to relate couplings measured at different invariant masses. 

4) In general, a relation  between on- and off-shell couplings may become less straightforward  
if the HZZ vertex contains anomalous couplings and the HGG vertex receives significant 
contributions from light degrees of freedom.  Luckily,  such effects can be constrained from 
various on-shell measurements, as I will discuss shortly.
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Example: anomalous HZZ coupling

O1 = �M2
Z

v
HZµZ

µ, O2 = � 1

2v
HZµ⌫Z

µ⌫

O6 = � M2
Z

M2
Hv

ZµZ
µ@2H

 1e-08

 1e-07

 1e-06

 1e-05

 0.0001

 0.001

 0.01

 0.1

 1

 10

 100  1000  10000
fb

/G
eV

Four-Lepton Invariant Mass (GeV)

Cross Section for 2e2! Final State without Cuts

SM / �1
�2
�3
�4
�5
bg

FIG. 2: The di↵erential cross section as a function of four-lepton invariant mass for 2e2µ events

before event selections. Results are shown for pure O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5 couplings (cf. Eq. (14)),

as well as for the irreducible qq̄ ! ZZ ! 2e2µ background (bg). There is no event selection

applied to the signal events; for the background, a minimal Mll̄ > 1 GeV selection is applied to

avoid infrared divergences. For each signal hypothesis, the normalization has been chosen to be

equal to the entire SM on-peak Higgs boson cross section in this channel. In this figure, the ggX

coupling is taken to be constant with respect to invariant mass.

ant masses are provided in Table III. We note from this table, and from Figs. 2 and 3

above, that �2�5 are significantly larger than �1, the SM o↵-shell cross section, though the

overall scale of cross sections is relatively small, with the exception of �4. While, as noted

above, we cannot translate these observations directly into a sensitivity, largely because of

the importance of interference with the gg ! ZZ continuum background, it is clear that

the o↵-shell cross sections provide a source of information about the tensor XZZ couplings

that is complementary to data obtained on the Higgs boson mass peak. As the large values

of �4 are symptomatic of potential unitarity-violating behavior, in Subsection IVC we will

10

Basis of HZZ operators [Gainer, Lykken et al (2013)]
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FIG. 8: Distribution of fitted values of fa3, !a3, and fa2 in a large number of generated experiments with a 7D analysis in
the H ! ZZ! ! 4" channel with 300 fb"1 of data collected at the LHC. Left plot: fa3 results from simultaneous fit of fa3 and
!a3 with 300 fb"1 (dotted) and 3000 fb"1 (solid). Right plots: simultaneous fit of fa3 and !a3 with 300 fb"1 with 68% and
95% confidence level contours shown.
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FIG. 9: Simultaneous fit of fa3 and fa2 with 68% and 95% confidence level contours shown. Left plot: 7D fit with 300 fb"1

scenario. Right plot: 3D fit with background and detector e!ects not considered, see text for details. Negative values of fa3
and fa2 correspond to !a3 = # and !a2 = #, respectively.

When the one-dimensional fit of D0! is employed the precision of the fa3 measurement gets worse by about 4% with
fa3 = 0.18 (3! observation at 300 fb!1), 13% with fa3 = 0.06 (3000 fb!1) and 30% with fa3 = 0.02 (30000 fb!1). This
again illustrates our assessment that interference e!ects are important to include when non-zero CP contribution is
observed but that they are not the primary drivers of the discovery of CP violation in HV V interactions with available
statistics.
In Fig. 10, a similar study is presented for the measurement of either fa2 or f!1. In all cases, either a 7D fit is

performed, or a 1D fit (with D0+
h

or D!1), or a 2D fit (with additional interference discriminant Dint optimal for each

interference case). We find that 1D fits recover the precision of a 7D fit in both of these cases. In Fig. 9 (right), we
also illustrate the 3D analysis with the discriminants D0! , D0+

h

, DCP . We find that the three listed discriminants are

su"cient to recover precision of the 7D fit with tested statistics. In this study we allow negative values of fa2 and fa3
to incorporate the phase information "a2,3 = 0 or # as fa2 ! cos("a2) and fa3 ! cos("a3). The 2D fit with D0! , D0+

h

is also close in precision to the 7D fit and is not sensitive to "a3.
We also note that similar techniques can be applied to the decays H " WW " 2$2%, as demonstrated in Ref. [8],

and H " Z& " 2$&, as demonstrated in Appendix A. However, only partial polarization information is available in
those channels. Moreover, any decay mode can be studied at a lepton collider. However, since a typical lepton collider
has the advantage in associated production mode, only such mode is presented in this study.

[Anderson et al. (2013)]

Strong modification 
of the m4l shape

Modification of lepton 
angular distributions ->

good control with 300 fb-1

O3 = � 1

2v
HZµ⌫Z̃

µ⌫ , O4 =
2

v
HZµ@

2Zµ
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Example: light colored singlets  in the loop
5

g

g

H
!

!

!

g

g

H

!

!

FIG. 6: New Feynman diagram topologies to Higgs produc-
tion via gluon fusion arising from Eq. (5).

changing interactions. This paves the way to construct a
straightforward counterexample of the Higgs width mea-
surement as outlined above.
Consider !, a scalar 3 under SU(3)C , coupled to the

Higgs sector via portal interactions (see, e.g., Ref. [31])

L! = |Dµ!|2 ! m̃2
!|!|2 ! "|!|2|H |2 + . . . . (5)

When the Higgs field obtains its vacuum expectation
value v, the field ! induces a contribution to single-Higgs
production due to the interaction "v|!|2h, as shown in
Fig. 6. The physical mass m2

! = m̃2
! + "v2 is essentially

a free parameter m2
! > 0.

The new contribution gives an additional and poten-
tially large constructive or destructive contribution to
gg " h, depending on the sign and size of " [32]. To
enforce SM-like signal strengths µ # 1 we need to in-
troduce a compensating contribution to the Higgs width
(this could be interpreted as a Higgs-portal dark matter
realization) and we have !h > !SM

h .
Due to the scalar and electroweak singlet nature of the

new fields we only change the triangle Higgs production
contribution while leaving the box gg " ZZ contribu-
tions unaltered. Note, for this particle there is no unitar-
ity relation between the boxes and triangles. We show
the individual contributions of the scalar color triplet in
Fig. 3, which allows to compare their behaviour with the
SM contributions. The scalar loops can easily be sup-
pressed by two orders of magnitude, leaving absolute and
interference contributions to the total hadronic cross sec-
tion small for energetic events. This behaviour is qual-
itatively known from supersymmetric scenarios [33] but
has also been discussed in non-supersymmetric models
[31, 32]; e"ectively we have achieved a decorrelation of
gggh(mh) and gggh(m(ZZ) > mh), and the measurement
can no longer be interpreted as a Higgs width constraint.
To qualitatively understand why the scalars are sup-

pressed at large invariant masses, let us consider the ratio
of the o"-shell gg " h subamplitudes for scalars and tops
(assuming m! = mt = ytv/

$
2," = yt for simplicity):

yt
M!

Mt
=

1 + 2m2
tC0(s,mt)

(s! 4m2
t )C0(s,mt)! 2

, (6)

where C0(s,m2
t ) denotes the characteristic scalar three-

point function following the Passarino-Veltman reduc-
tion [34]. The !-induced amplitude is suppressed % s!1,

m! µ (h peak) !h/!
SM
h !/!SM [m(4") ! 330 GeV]a

70 GeV " 1.0 " 5 #2%

170 GeV " 1.0 " 4.7 +80%

170 GeV " 1.0 " 1.7 +6%
aWe impose the cut set used by CMS [18] without the Mela

cut [35].

TABLE I: Results for a single triplet scalar (5) giving the
correlation between µ, !h/!

SM
h and high invariant mass cross

section ! for the CMS selection cuts.

leading to a dominant behaviour of the top loops at large
momenta. This means that, even though we have a mod-
ified Higgs phenomenology at around mh # 125 GeV it
is exactly the decoupling of the Higgs width according to
Eq. (3) which renders the high invariant mass measure-
ment insensitive to modifications of !h.
There is an interesting possibility when we consider

larger ! masses and larger couplings ". For invariant
masses s2 & 4m2

! we can have a sizeable constructive
interference of the ! diagrams with the top loops and as a
result the cross section for large m(4#) rises again and we
recover the qualitative behaviour of Ref. [11]. For these
parameter choices, however, we find that the excess is
smaller than expected for rescalings of ggghgZZh to keep
µ # 1, Tab. I. Similar e"ects show up for light spectra
m!

<% 2mt, where this interference in destructive and the
high invariant mass search region has a slightly smaller
cross section although !h/!SM

h ' 1, outside the current
CMS exclusion.
In total, it is well possible to achieve !h ' !SM

h with-
out modifying the high invariant mass regime of pp " 4#
and without running into unitarity issues as mentioned
above. If such a contribution can be present the Higgs
width is an essentially unconstrained parameter, at least
for a measurement as outlined in [11, 18].
Even though Eq. (5) is a toy model to demonstrate

the limitations of total Higgs width measurements in
the gg " 4# channel, color triplets of this form appear
in any supersymmetric BSM scenario and our argument
has a broad validity, see e.g. [33, 37] for a discussion of
squark contributions to Higgs production from gluon fu-
sion in the MSSM. If the extra scalars are charged under
flavour, e.g. they are top partners, exclusion will remain
di#cult [38] for the SUSY chimney regions (note, there
are two chimney regions where one can hide 170 GeV
and 70 GeV scalars). Despite being color charged, they
could exist as stable particles on collider lifetimes when
SUSY is relaxed [39]. Quite naturally, details quickly
become highly model-dependent. By fixing m! we can
map !h = 4.2(!SM

h onto " and obtain $/$SM in Tab. I.
It is important to note that new physics becomes less
constrained as constraints of !h following [18] become
stringent.
Even though we have limited our discussion to ZZ "

4#, the findings of this sections straightforwardly gener-
alize to ZZ " 2#2% and WW .
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FIG. 6: New Feynman diagram topologies to Higgs produc-
tion via gluon fusion arising from Eq. (5).

changing interactions. This paves the way to construct a
straightforward counterexample of the Higgs width mea-
surement as outlined above.
Consider !, a scalar 3 under SU(3)C , coupled to the

Higgs sector via portal interactions (see, e.g., Ref. [31])

L! = |Dµ!|2 ! m̃2
!|!|2 ! "|!|2|H |2 + . . . . (5)

When the Higgs field obtains its vacuum expectation
value v, the field ! induces a contribution to single-Higgs
production due to the interaction "v|!|2h, as shown in
Fig. 6. The physical mass m2

! = m̃2
! + "v2 is essentially

a free parameter m2
! > 0.

The new contribution gives an additional and poten-
tially large constructive or destructive contribution to
gg " h, depending on the sign and size of " [32]. To
enforce SM-like signal strengths µ # 1 we need to in-
troduce a compensating contribution to the Higgs width
(this could be interpreted as a Higgs-portal dark matter
realization) and we have !h > !SM

h .
Due to the scalar and electroweak singlet nature of the

new fields we only change the triangle Higgs production
contribution while leaving the box gg " ZZ contribu-
tions unaltered. Note, for this particle there is no unitar-
ity relation between the boxes and triangles. We show
the individual contributions of the scalar color triplet in
Fig. 3, which allows to compare their behaviour with the
SM contributions. The scalar loops can easily be sup-
pressed by two orders of magnitude, leaving absolute and
interference contributions to the total hadronic cross sec-
tion small for energetic events. This behaviour is qual-
itatively known from supersymmetric scenarios [33] but
has also been discussed in non-supersymmetric models
[31, 32]; e"ectively we have achieved a decorrelation of
gggh(mh) and gggh(m(ZZ) > mh), and the measurement
can no longer be interpreted as a Higgs width constraint.
To qualitatively understand why the scalars are sup-

pressed at large invariant masses, let us consider the ratio
of the o"-shell gg " h subamplitudes for scalars and tops
(assuming m! = mt = ytv/

$
2," = yt for simplicity):

yt
M!

Mt
=

1 + 2m2
tC0(s,mt)

(s! 4m2
t )C0(s,mt)! 2

, (6)

where C0(s,m2
t ) denotes the characteristic scalar three-

point function following the Passarino-Veltman reduc-
tion [34]. The !-induced amplitude is suppressed % s!1,

m! µ (h peak) !h/!
SM
h !/!SM [m(4") ! 330 GeV]a

70 GeV " 1.0 " 5 #2%

170 GeV " 1.0 " 4.7 +80%

170 GeV " 1.0 " 1.7 +6%
aWe impose the cut set used by CMS [18] without the Mela

cut [35].

TABLE I: Results for a single triplet scalar (5) giving the
correlation between µ, !h/!

SM
h and high invariant mass cross

section ! for the CMS selection cuts.

leading to a dominant behaviour of the top loops at large
momenta. This means that, even though we have a mod-
ified Higgs phenomenology at around mh # 125 GeV it
is exactly the decoupling of the Higgs width according to
Eq. (3) which renders the high invariant mass measure-
ment insensitive to modifications of !h.
There is an interesting possibility when we consider

larger ! masses and larger couplings ". For invariant
masses s2 & 4m2

! we can have a sizeable constructive
interference of the ! diagrams with the top loops and as a
result the cross section for large m(4#) rises again and we
recover the qualitative behaviour of Ref. [11]. For these
parameter choices, however, we find that the excess is
smaller than expected for rescalings of ggghgZZh to keep
µ # 1, Tab. I. Similar e"ects show up for light spectra
m!

<% 2mt, where this interference in destructive and the
high invariant mass search region has a slightly smaller
cross section although !h/!SM

h ' 1, outside the current
CMS exclusion.
In total, it is well possible to achieve !h ' !SM

h with-
out modifying the high invariant mass regime of pp " 4#
and without running into unitarity issues as mentioned
above. If such a contribution can be present the Higgs
width is an essentially unconstrained parameter, at least
for a measurement as outlined in [11, 18].
Even though Eq. (5) is a toy model to demonstrate

the limitations of total Higgs width measurements in
the gg " 4# channel, color triplets of this form appear
in any supersymmetric BSM scenario and our argument
has a broad validity, see e.g. [33, 37] for a discussion of
squark contributions to Higgs production from gluon fu-
sion in the MSSM. If the extra scalars are charged under
flavour, e.g. they are top partners, exclusion will remain
di#cult [38] for the SUSY chimney regions (note, there
are two chimney regions where one can hide 170 GeV
and 70 GeV scalars). Despite being color charged, they
could exist as stable particles on collider lifetimes when
SUSY is relaxed [39]. Quite naturally, details quickly
become highly model-dependent. By fixing m! we can
map !h = 4.2(!SM

h onto " and obtain $/$SM in Tab. I.
It is important to note that new physics becomes less
constrained as constraints of !h following [18] become
stringent.
Even though we have limited our discussion to ZZ "

4#, the findings of this sections straightforwardly gener-
alize to ZZ " 2#2% and WW .

[Englert, Spannowsky (2014)]
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The ultimate reach of the width measurement
The ultimate reach of this method to constrain the width is determined by how well the number 
of ZZ events at high invariant mass can be predicted in the Standard Model.  This requires NNLO 
QCD computations for qq->ZZ, two-loop NLO QCD computations for gg -> ZZ and the signal-
background interference.  Electroweak corrections may be also sizable, at high invariant mass.

Two loop computations are not easy. However,  recently there appeared to be a breakthrough 
with two groups completing the necessary scalar integrals.  These results where already used to 
construct the  NNLO QCD predictions for ZZ production cross-section (Grazzini et al.).  It was 
found that the corrections are at the level of 12 to 14 percent depending on the center-of-mass 
energy with the residual scale dependence at the level of three percent. Obtaining corrections to 
fiducial cross-sections is necessary.
 
Further down the road are computations of NLO QCD corrections to gg -> ZZ  and to the 
interference.  When everything is completed,  the quality of the Standard Model prediction for 
the off-shell ZZ production will be extremely high.  A residual theoretical uncertainty for pp -> 
ZZ at the level of just a few percent can probably be reached within a year or two.
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Higgs width measurements at the LHC

To recap the width story:  one can obtain  interesting information about  Higgs boson 
properties -- in particular about the width -- from the off-shell production.

In the four-lepton channel, large off-shell effects are caused by the decay of an ``off-shell Higgs’’ 
to longitudinal Z bosons at large invariant masses.   This leads to a plateau of Higgs-induced 
events.  Measuring the number of events at this high-invariant mass region probes Higgs 
couplings to gluons and Z’s and is independent of the Higgs width.  The measured value of the 
Higgs on-shell production cross-section is then used to infer the value of the Higgs width.

Already with the current data, we can argue that the Higgs width can not exceed O(15-20) 
times the SM value and significant improvements in this result are very likely.  In fact, 
the very recent CMS measurement suggests an even stronger bound --                   ;  ATLAS 
has a slightly larger  but comparable upper bound. 
   
Further advances with the Higgs width measurements at the LHC using this methodology will 
require very precise theoretical predictions for ZZ production in proton collisions ( the recent 
progress with multi-loop computations makes this well within reach) and detailed studies  of 
on-shell couplings to Z’s and gluons to constrain possible effects of higher-dimensional 
operators.  

� < 5.4 �SM
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Two-loop scattering amplitude for the production of two 
vector bosons in quark antiquark collisions

In collaboration with F. Caola, J. Henn,A. Smirnov,  V. Smirnov
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Methods for NNLO QCD computations

There is more than one method for exclusive NNLO computations ( i.e. cancelling IR/
collinear divergencies at the fully-differential level for) of hadron collider processes, at 
different stages of developments.  I don’t want to review these methods.  Instead,  I want to 
emphasize three points: 

a) they are numerous ;

b) they are still recent and there is still a good deal of interesting LHC processes where 
they can be applied;

c) The field is very active ( see the list below).

1) Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov:   top quark pair production at NNLO;
2) J. Currie, T. Gehrmann, N.. Glover, A. Gehrmann - de Ridder, J. Pires:  dijet production at NNLO;
3) G. Abeloff, A. Gehrmann - de Ridder, P. Maierhofer, S. Pozzorini:  top quark pair production at NNLO;
4) R. Boughezal, F. Caola, K. Melnikov, F. Petriello and M. Schulze: H+jet at NNLO;
5) M. Bruscherseifer, F. Caola, K. Melnikov : top decay at NNLO;
6) M. Bruscherseifer, F. Caola, K. Melnikov:   t-channel single top production at NNLO ( large N);
7) F.  Cascioli, T. Gehrmann, M. Grazzini, et al. : ZZ production at NNLO ;
8) C. Anastasiou, A. Lazopoulos,  F. Herzog,  R.Mueller,  Higgs production in bottom fusion;

In what follows, I would like to discuss one technical  aspect of NNLO computations -- calculation of 
two-loop scattering amplitudes. 
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Two-loop virtual corrections

Two-loop virtual corrections is a necessary ingredient of any NNLO  computation.
As with any computation of virtual corrections, the complexity increases with larger number 
of external particles and with larger number of kinematic invariants ( masses included).

The technology that is currently used for these computations involves three steps:
a) diagrammatic analysis;
b) reduction to master integrals using integration-by-parts identities; 
c) computation of master integrals.

To give you an idea  of how these computations are done, I will consider production of an 
arbitrary pair of  vector bosons (either on- or off-shell) in the collisions of a quark and an 
antiquark ( neglecting  all contributions with single intermediate vector bosons)

q
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Two-loop virtual corrections

The problem with two-loop computations is that no algebraic framework exists for 
expressing tensor integrals through Lorentz scalar integrals. This is in variance with 
the Passarino-Veltman procedure at one loop.    

At two-loops a similar task is accomplished by the integration-by-parts technique. 
However, this technique can only be applied  if Feynman diagrams are written in a 
``closed form’’ w.r.t  scalar products of loop momenta and external momenta of 
``primary particles’’.   This implies that polarization vectors and momenta of decay 
products of primary particles  must be eliminated.  This isn’t easy and requires  
understanding of the Lorenz decomposition of the amplitude into form factors and 
construction of appropriate projection operators.

1

2

3

4

k1 k2

k2 � k1
p1 + k1 k2 � p3

p12 + k1 p12 + k2

⌦(k2 + p1)
2 (k1 � p3)

2
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Two-loop virtual corrections

This procedure is straightforward in principle but it becomes increasingly cumbersome 
for larger multiplicities.   A particular problematic issue is to understand how to 
properly treat  gamma5 in closed fermion loops.

Aµ⌫ = v̄p2 p̂?up1A
(1,a)
µ⌫ + v̄p2�

µup1A
(2,a)
⌫ + v̄p2�

⌫up1A
(3,a)
µ + v̄p2�

[µp̂?�
⌫]up1A

(4,a)

p3,4 = ↵3,4p1 + �3,4p2 ± p?

p1

p2

p3

p4

p23 = m2
3 p24 = m2

4

A(1,a)
µ⌫ = T1gµ⌫ + T2p1µp1⌫ + T3p1µp2⌫ + T4p1,µp?⌫ + T5p2µp1⌫ + . . . ..T10p?µp?⌫

A(2a)
µ = T11p1µ + T12p2µ + T13p?µ

A(3a)
µ = T14p1µ + T15p2µ + T16p?µ

A4 = T17

M = Aµ⌫(p1, p2, p3, p4)✏
µ
3 ✏

µ
4

W+(p3) ! ⌫(p5) + e+(p6), ✏µ3 = h5|�µ|6]

W�(p4) ! e�(p7) + ⌫̄(p8), ✏⌫4 = h7|�µ|8]

The  above decomposition is way too general; it does not use constraints 
that follow from vector current conservation.  The T form-factors are 
independent of  momenta  and polarizations of vector boson decay 
products;  they are expressed through Feynman integrals of the type 
shown on the previous transparency.
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Two-loop virtual corrections

We can express the amplitude (left-left-left, as an example) in a compact form using spinor-
helicity notations.  We find  that physical helicity amplitude depends on nine form factors only.

M(a) = �F1h57i[86]h23̂1] + F2h15ih17i[16][18]h23̂1] + F3h15ih27i[16][28]h23̂1]

+F5h17ih25i[18][26]h23̂1] + F6h25ih27i[26][28]h23̂1] + F14h15ih27i[16][18]
+F11h25ih17i[16][18] + F12h25ih27i[16][28] + F15h25ih27i[26][18]

F1 = �2T1, F2 = T2 � ↵3↵4T10 � ↵3T8 + ↵4T4,

F3 = T3 �
4T17

s
� ↵3�4T10 � ↵� 3T9 + �4T4

F15 = 2T15 � 2�3T16

. . . . . . ..

.  To compute these form factors, we construct projection operators.  

Aµ⌫ = v̄p2 �̂µ⌫up1 .
X

Aµ⌫ ⇥ ūp1Ôvp2 = Tr
h
p̂2�µ⌫ p̂1Ô

i
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Two-loop virtual corrections

G1 = �Tr [p̂2�µ⌫ p̂1p̂?]

4p2?(p1 · p2)3
⇥ pµ1p

⌫
1 , G1 = T6.

G2 = �Tr [p̂2�µ⌫ p̂1p̂?]

4p2?(p1 · p2)3
⇥ pµ2p

⌫
2 , G2 = T2.

. . . . . . . . . .

G17 = �Tr [p̂2�µ⌫ p̂1 (�⌫ p̂?�µ � µ $ ⌫)]

8p2?(p1p2)
, G17 = �(2d2 � 14d+ 20)T17 + (p1p2)T5 � (p1p2)T3.

T1 =
G10 �G9 �G4 �G3

d� 3
, T2 = G2, . . . . . . .., T17 = �G4 �G3 +G17

2(d� 3)(d� 4)
.

Finally, we combine equations for T’s to obtain the physical form factors F;  these  form factors 
are expressed in terms of two-loop four-point integrals of the type shown earlier.  

The integrals satisfy many linear equations that originate from integration-by-parts identities that 
allow one to map all the integrals that are needed to a small set of integrals called ``master 
integrals’’.  

The projection operators are constructed
using the trial-and-error method;  at the end, 
it turns out that our goal  can be achieved 
with relatively simple projection operators.

Aµ⌫ = v̄p2 �̂µ⌫up1 .
X

Aµ⌫ ⇥ ūp1Ôvp2 = Tr
h
p̂2�µ⌫ p̂1Ô

i
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Two-loop virtual corrections
Procedures for the reduction of two-loop integrals to master integrals are non-trivial.  
Large number of interesting ideas that facilitate this process appeared in the past O(10) 
years.  In addition,  significant effort went into an automation of integration-by-parts 
(IBP) procedure; now public programs (AIR,FIRE, REDUZE) and their more powerful 
private versions exist. The  complexity of the IBP process increases with the number of 
kinematic invariants and masses that are present in the problem.  At the moment,  2->2 
processes can be dealt with;  anything beyond that has never been seriously tried. 

Calculations of master integrals is a much less straightforward procedure; it was 
traditionally done on a case-by-case basis.    An interesting recent development is  
related to  Henn’s conjecture that  postulates that it is always possible to choose a set 
of master integrals in such a way that they satisfy differential equations of the following 
form 

@

x

~

f = ✏Â

x

(x, y, z. . . )~f

The important point is that on  the right-hand side, the dimensional regularization 
parameter appears explicitly, and only as a multiplicative pre-factor. It is then possible 
to solve these equations iteratively  order-by-order in (d-4).

While differential equations were used to find master integrals for a long time 
starting from papers by Kotikov and Remiddi in the early 1990s,  the idea by Henn 
streamlines and simplifies such computations significantly. This already lead to very 
impressive advances ( e.g. master integrals for Bhabha, V1 V2 production) that may 
have interesting consequences for phenomenology.
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Two-loop virtual corrections

For the case of double vector boson production,  
we can identify  six different two-loop topologies;
the differential equations can be ``rationalized’’ 
with the following (typical) change of variables

s
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= (1 + x)(1 + xy),
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2
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↵ = {x, y, z, 1 + x, 1� y, 1 + xy, z � y, 1 + y(1 + x)� z,

xy + z, 1 + x(1 + y � z), 1 + xz,
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G(an, an�1, . . . , a1, t) =

tZ

0

dtn
tn � an

G(an�1, . . . a1, tn)

Important issues: finding a suitable basis;  
choice of ``rational variables’’; boundary 
conditions for solutions of differential 
equations, analytic continuation.
 Numerical evaluation of Goncharov’s 
polylogarithms and their mapping on 
conventional polylogarithms.
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Two-loop amplitude for 4-lepton  production
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Comparison of an analytic prediction for 1/ep poles with the 
results of explicit computation.   Two-loop helicity amplitudes 
squared as a function of vector boson scattering angle for 
different types of contribution. 

Analytic expression for two-loop virtual amplitude is too  
large  to be shown.  Here we display some numerical results 
for the kinematics relevant for WW* background to Higgs 
boson searches. 
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Summary on two-loop virtual corrections
To summarize the situation with the two-loop virtual corrections for collider physics 
processes , let me say that 

1) they are needed since they are always part of any NNLO computation; 

2)  they can be computed in many ways ( direct Feynman parameter integration, numerics, 
Mellin-Barnes, differential equations) but their computation is always difficult;

3)  recent advances seem to streamline computations of master integrals so that one
can expect significant progress  in computing two-loop virtual corrections to various 2 -> 2 
processes;
 
4)  larger  number of kinematic invariants (multi-leg, masses etc.) makes such computations 
increasingly complicated and, at the moment,  we do not know if two-loop computations for 
2->2 amplitudes with larger number of kinematic invariants or 2->3 processes are feasible 
within this framework;

5) There are interesting attempts to understand if two-loop computations can be done using
unitarity techniques that turned out to be so powerful at one-loop.  While there was an 
impressive progress in this field related to classification of integrand residuals based on  
algebraic geometry concepts,  there are still  many outstanding issues.  Currently , the main 
problem there seems to be the lack of understanding of how to avoid the use of integration-
by-parts.
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t-channel single top production in NNLO QCD

M. Brucherseifer, F. Caola, K. Melnikov
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 t-channel single-top production at NNLO 
As I already mentioned,  technology for  NNLO QCD computations ( cancellation of
infra-red and collinear divergencies in exclusive observables) sufficiently matured in the past few 
years, to allow for sophisticated computations to be carried through.  To show you an example, I 
would  like to discuss the t-channel contribution to single-top production at NNLO QCD.

This process  occurs due to an exchange of a W-boson in the t-channel. As the result, 
there is no color transfer from light-quark line to heavy-quark line at LO and NLO. 
It appears for the first time at NNLO where it is color-suppressed.   We will neglect
these contributions in our NNLO computation.   

The relevant two-loop amplitudes are shown below; 
they involve one-loop corrections applied to heavy- 
and light-quark lines separately and the two-loop corrections
to either heavy- or light-quark lines.   The last diagram 
is the color-suppressed interference effect and we do not consider
it ( color suppression). 
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Ingredients for single-top NNLO computation

1) Two-loop form factors for heavy- (tWb) and light-quark ( qWq’) weak transitions are 
needed and they are  known. 

2) Amplitudes for 0-> tbW(ll’)gg and 0->tbW(ll’)qq and 0->qq’W(ll)gg etc.  Such amplitudes
are either available or can be computed in a straightforward way;

3) Collinear limits of all amplitudes ( known in a general, universal form);

4) Soft limits for tree-level amplitudes  (known; eikonal factors are slightly more difficult for massive 
particles).

5) Soft limits for one-loop scattering amplitude that include top quarks are less well-known; they 
require the soft-current at one loop for the massive fermion.

6) One-loop amplitudes for bW -> t g are known in a compact form and can be borrowed from
e.g. MCFM;                                                        J. Campbell and F. Tramontano

With these ingredients at place, one needs to perform phase-space partitioning ( simple for
heavy-quark line since no final state singularities), calculate the relevant limits, remove remaining
singularities by performing renormalization ( PDFs including).   All of this has to be done for a 
multitude of partonic channels ( quark-quark, quark-gluon etc.) -- a bit of a logistic nightmare.

Bonciani, Ferroglia; Bell; Astarian, Greub and Pecjak;
Beneke, Huber and Li; Huber

R.K.Ellis and J. Campbell

Bierenbaum, Czakon and Mitov
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t-channel single-top production at NNLO
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Since all calculations are done numerically, cancellation of infra-red and collinear divergencies  
in the final result are also not exact. In fact, the degree of cancellation provides a useful check 
on the correctness of the implementation of various contributions. 
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t-channel single top production at NNLO

8 TeV LHC,  MSTW2008,  mt = 173.2 GeV

�LO = 53.8+3.0
�4.3 pb �NLO = 55.1+1.6

�0.9 pb

�NNLO = 54.2+0.5
�0.2 pb

•  μR=μF= {mt/2, mt, 2 mt}

• next-to-leading order corrections at central scale are very small,  much smaller than their 
natural O(10%) size;  this is a consequence of significant cancellations between different 
channels.

• Delicate interplay/cancellations between different channels -> important to consistently 
compute corrections to all of them;

• The NNLO result is very close to the NLO result (-1.6%), reduced μ dependence -> good 
theoretical control

We obtain the following results for the single-top cross-sections  at leading, next-
to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD at 8 TeV LHC. 
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t-channel single top production at NNLO
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p! !LO, pb !NLO, pb "NLO !NNLO, pb "NNLO

0 GeV 53.8+3.0
"4.3 55.1+1.6

"0.9 +2.4% 54.2+0.5
"0.2 !1.6%

20 GeV 46.6+2.5
"3.7 48.9+1.2

"0.5 +4.9% 48.3+0.3
"0.02 !1.2%

40 GeV 33.4+1.7
"2.5 36.5+0.6

"0.03 +9.3% 36.5+0.1
+0.1 !0.1%

60 GeV 22.0+1.0
"1.5 25.0+0.2

+0.3 +13.6% 25.4"0.1
+0.2 +1.6%

TABLE I: QCD corrections to t-channel single top quark production cross sections at 8 TeV LHC with a cut on the transverse
momentum of the top quark p!. Cross sections are shown at leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading order in
dependence of the factorization and renormalization scale µ = mt (central value), µ = 2mt (upper value) and µ = mt/2 (lower
value). Corrections at NLO and at NNLO (relative to the NLO) are shown in percent for µ = mt.

las for the phase-space parametrization relevant for the
ub ! dt, ub ! dtg and ub ! dtgg sub-processes, as well
as a discussion of an appropriate choices of variables rel-
evant for the extraction of singularities can be found in
that reference. Using the language of that paper, we only
need to consider “initial-state” sectors since there are no
collinear singularities associated with final state particles
due to the fact that top quarks are massive. All calcula-
tions required for initial-state sectors are documented in
Ref. [61] except that here we need soft and collinear lim-
its for incoming quarks, rather than gluons, and the soft
current for a massive particle. This, however, is a minor
di!erence that does not a!ect the principal features of
the computational method.

The above discussion of the NNLO QCD corrections
to the heavy quark line can be applied almost verba-
tim to corrections to the light quark line. The two-loop
corrections for the 0 ! qq̄!W " vertex are known since
long ago [62–64]. One-loop corrections to 0 ! qq̄!gW "

scattering are also well-known; we implemented the re-
sult presented in [65] and again checked the implemen-
tation against an independent computation based on the
Passarino-Veltman reduction. Apart from di!erent am-
plitudes, the only minor di!erence with respect to cor-
rections to the heavy quark line is that in this case there
are collinear singularities associated with both, the in-
coming and the outgoing quark lines. We deal with this
problem splitting the real-emission contribution into sec-
tors, see Ref. [61]. In the language of that paper, we
have to consider “initial-initial”, “final-final” and mixed
“initial-final” sectors. Finally, we briefly comment on the
contribution shown in Fig.1c. We note that, although
formally NNLO, it is e!ectively the product of NLO cor-
rections to the heavy and the light quark lines, so that
it can be dealt with using techniques familiar from NLO
computations.

We will now comment on our treatment of !5. For
perturbative calculations at higher orders the presence of
the Dirac matrix !5 is a nuisance since it can not be con-
tinued to d-dimensions in a straightforward way. While
computationally-e"cient ways to deal with !5 in com-
putations, that employ dimensional regularization, exist
(see e.g. Ref. [66]), they are typically complex and un-
transparent. Fortunately, there is a simple way to solve
the !5 problem in our case. Indeed, in the calculation of
virtual corrections to the tWb weak vertex, !5 is taken

to be anti-commuting [40–43]. This enforces the left-
handed polarization of the b-quark and removes the issue
of !5 altogether. Indeed, if we imagine that the weak
b ! t transition is facilitated by the vector current but
we select the b-quark with left-handed polarization only,
we will obtain the same result as when the calculation is
performed with the anti-commuting !5. Since the can-
cellation of infra-red and collinear divergences occurs for
each polarization of the incoming b-quark separately, this
approach completely eliminates the need to specify the
scheme for dealing with !5 and automatically enforces
simultaneous conservation of vector and axial currents –
a must-have feature if quantum anomalies are neglected.
Of course, this requires that we deal with the !5 appear-
ing in real emission diagrams in the same way as in the
virtual correction and this is, indeed, what we do by us-
ing helicity amplitudes, as described in [39].

We have performed several checks to ensure that our
calculation of NNLO QCD corrections to single top quark
production is correct. For example, we have compared all
the tree-level matrix elements that are used in this com-
putation, e.g. ub ! dt+ng, with 0 " n " 2, ub ! dt+qq̄,
ug ! db̄t+mg, 0 " m " 1, against MadGraph [67] and
found complete agreement. We have extracted one-loop
amplitudes for 0 ! Wtb̄g from MCFM [45] and checked
them against our own implementation of the Passarino-
Veltman reduction, for both the W "b ! tg and the
W "g ! tb̄ processes. We have cross-checked one-loop
amplitudes for W "u ! dg and related channels against
MadLoop [68]. In the intermediate stages of the compu-
tation, we also require reduced tree and one-loop ampli-
tudes computed to higher orders in ", as explained e.g. in
Ref. [61]. We checked that their contributions drop out
from the final results, in accord with the general conclu-
sion of Ref. [69].

One of the most important checks is provided by the
cancellation of infra-red and collinear divergences. In-
deed, the technique for NNLO QCD computations de-
scribed in Refs. [47–49] leads to a Laurent expansion
of di!erent contributions to di!erential cross sections in
the dimensional regularization parameter "; coe"cients
of this expansion are computed by numerical integra-
tion. Independence of physical cross sections on the reg-
ularization parameter is therefore achieved numerically,
when di!erent contributions to such cross sections (two-
loop virtual corrections, one-loop corrections to single

• Unnaturally small corrections 
disappear in kinematic quantities beyond 
the total cross-section. For example,  we 
may consider cross-sections with a cut 
on a minimal value of top quark pt.

• NLO QCD corrections in this case 
become O(10%) at higher values of pt. 

• On the contrary, the NNLO corrections 
are O(1%) for all values of pt;

• Scale dependence typically improves;
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t-channel single top production at NNLO

Charge ratio 
!  7 TeV (ATLAS):  
◦  σt(t) = 53.2 ± 10.8 pb,  σt(t¯) = 29.5 +7.4

-7.5 pb 
◦  Rt = σt(t)/σt(t¯) = 1.81+0.23

-0.22 
◦  Main systematics on Rt: background normalization (multijet from data, other from MC), JES 

!  8 TeV (CMS):  
◦  σt(t) = 53.8 ± 1.5(stat) ± 4.4(syst) pb,  σt(t¯) = 27.6 ± 1.3(stat) ± 3.7(syst) pb 
◦  Rt = σt(t)/σt(t¯) = 1.95 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.19(syst) 
◦  Main systematics on Rt: PDF uncert., signal modeling 

!  Rt potentially sensitive to PDF 
!  Approaching the precision necessary to discriminate between different PDF models 
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7 TeV:  ATLAS-CONF-2012-056 
8 TeV : CMS-PAS-TOP-12-038 

 
 to be sub. to JHEP 

�t,NNLO/�t̄,NNLO = 1.83

�t,NLO/�t̄,NLO = 1.83

�t,LO/�t̄,LO = 1.85

8 TeV LHC,  MSTW2008,  mt = 173.2 GeV

The results for the ratio appear to be very stable against inclusion of higher-order QCD 
corrections, at least for the choice of PDFs indicated above.  Note strong PDF dependence 
-- should eventually give  a useful constraint on quark/anti-quark PDF ratios.  Note that 
scale variation errors at LO and NLO are not good indicators of higher orders, as it is 
often the case with ratios. 

An interesting observable  is the ratio of 
single top quark and antiquark production  
cross-sections.  
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NNLO QCD computations

The story of NNLO QCD computations for hadron colliders is interesting. Many pieces that need 
to be known for any such  computation have been known for a very long time but it was not  
understood  how to put the various pieces together in a consistent way.  Several  methods for 
NNLO QCD computations, that appeared in the past few years, solve this problem.  A method  
that I am mostly familiar with  is  based on the FKS phase-space partitioning and ( imporved) 
sector decomposition; It seems to be  robust and applicable to various  2 -> 2 processes and, 
perhaps, beyond.

All existing NNLO QCD methods are based on proper ingredients -- scattering amplitudes, 
universal soft and collinear limits etc. -- and therefore probably scale in an optimal way with 
increased number of particles.  

The technology for computing two-loop integrals -- essential ingredients for these computations -- 
is also rapidly developing and may surpass the 2->2 threshold.  An interesting new development 
here is an  attempt to extend  unitarity methods to two loops but it is too early to say how 
successful  these extensions are going to be. 
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Progress with NNLO computations in the past two years was very impressive. There is no doubt 
that the new NNLO technology will keep being  applied to increasingly broad classes of processes.  
In many ways, NNLO is replacing NLO as a theoretical frontier for applying perturbative QFT 
to hadron collider phenomenology.  There is currently a NNLO wish-list created as part of the 
Snowmass community planning exercise in US that happened last year.   Below is a summary of 
some processes from the wish-list and some comments of what they are useful for and what needs 
to be done:

What to expect from NNLO in the coming years ? 

Massive particles in loops;  production and  decays; 2 -> 3 processes; interface with parton showers.

1)  H+ j               Higgs transverse momentum distribution; Higgs decays to observable final states           
                          and loops with massive particles
2)  H+V              Couplings;    H -> bb @NNLO
3)  HH                Higgs self-coupling;  NLO with exact top mass dependence, virtual corrections;
4)  tt+jet             Jet bins for forward-backwat top asymmetry;     
5)  single top       tWb couplings; top decay through NNO
6)  dijets              PDF fits, contact four-quark operators  
7)  tri-jets            strong coupling constant;   reductions, master integrals
8)   V+j                PDFs ( gluon), backgrounds 
9)   V1V2             anomalous couplings, backgrounds (Higgs) ;  fiducial volume cross-sections
10) gg -> V1 V2     background to Higgs,  signal-background interference;  loops with massive    
                           particles
11) jets in DIS      strong coupling; PDFs etc. 

Many interesting phenomenological applications should be expected in the comming years.
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Instead of conclusions 

An appropriate conclusion for the talk like that is to list my research interests.   

1) Collider (LHC) physics;

2) Higgs physics ( predictions for rates and shapes, ( e.g. H+j),  anomalous couplings, Higgs pair
production, Higgs width measurements at the LHC);

3) Top quark physics ( single top production,  top quark decays, spin correlations, top quark
mass );

4) Physics of electroweak gauge bosons ( NNLO QCD predictions for VV*, V+jets, background to 
Higgs production etc.);

5) Low-energy tests of the Standard Model ( g-2,  muon decay etc.);

6) Technology for higher-order perturbative computations in general and  for  exclusive NNLO 
QCD computations in particular; 
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